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New Radiation Dept. Okayed
Manuel Franco
The UNM Faculty Senate approved Tuesday the creation of a
new department in the School of
Medicine while delaying action on
another proposed department after
objections from the Biology
Department's acting chairman.
A new Department of Radiation
Oncology, approved by the Senate
by voice vote, will exist in and be
funded by the UNM Cancer
Research and Treatment Center.
Robert E. Anderson, chairman
of the medical school's Pathology
Department, said the new
department will allow for the
seperation of Radiation Oncology,
which is the study of radiation for
theraput.ic uses such as to help heal
tumors, from the study of
diagnostic radiation, such as x-rays
used to locate broken bones.
These two studies on the use of
radiation are presently combined in
the medical school's Radiology
Department.
The new department had the
endorsement
of
Radiology

Department Chairman Robert
Moseley, according to a letter to
University Secretary Anne Brown
from Leonard Napolitano, dean ot
the medical school.
llut the Senate decided by voice
vote to delay consideration of a
proposed Department of Cell
Biology until next month's Senate
meeting.
Biology Department Acting
Chairman James Gosz said he had
learned of the proposal Friday,
August 28. This gave him only five
working days to consider the
proposal, discuss it with the
medical school and present it to the
biology faculty. Gosz said he
needed more time to do these
things.
Gosz said, "We think it would be
premature to launch this department without considering the
impact (of the proposed Cell
Biology Department) on the
training and instruction capability
on the Biology Department."
Anderson said the university
already planned asking the New
Mexico Legislature for $280.000 so

the Cancer Center could house and
finance both the Cell Biology and
Radiology Oncology departments.
He said to delay approving the Cell
Department would
Biology
qjcopardize the funding'' for both
departments.
But the Senate voted to delay
considering the Cell Biology
Department anyway.
The faculty also voted to instruct
its "Committee of Five" to set up
procedures for the Senate to
evaluate university units, departments and administrators.
Physiology professor Sidney
Solomon, who 11.1ade the motion for
the Committee of Five to set up the
evaluating procedures, said passing
the motion would help implement a
resolution on the evaluations the
Senate passed three years ago.
"This is not a confrontation
situation
with
the
administration ... just a constructive evaluation of the administration," Solomon said.
Solomon said the Senate "has
been doing housekeeping (ancontinued on page 3

Advice Offered by UNM Secretary
Suzanne Smith

their inabilities to adjust, while
some are emotionally unstable. She
tries to help solve or perhaps be
able to cope with their problems,
sometimes with the outside advice
of a psychologist friend.
Brimhall has had only a few
psychology and counseling courses.
"Most of my answers come from
the heart," she said.
Brimhall began her column in
1978. After her English literature
professor said she should be involved in some aspect of journalistic writing, she decided to take
his advice.
"My professor found a specific
talent in everybody and emphasized
it so much that by the end of the
semester you knew you had that
talent. He was very encouraging,"
she said.
As luck would have it, Brimhall
was friends With the publisher of El

Hispano. She told him of her
situation and also mentioned that
friends always called her for advice
and emotional help. He told her,
"The next time they call you tell
them to write you at the
newspaper." And so a columnist
was born.
A native of Lima, Peru, Brimhall
came to the United States to study
in 1966. She said her foreign friends
ask how she can live here in such a
malicious country.
·
14
They have nothing but bad
things to say, but I have only good
thoughts about this country. I have
had so many doors opened for me
since I came here,., she said.
Brimhall loves her work and
wishes to continue her column
indefintely.
"When someone writes me and
says 'thank you, your advice helped
me.' that, to me, is the greatest
feeling,'' she said.

Most everyone is familiar with
Dear Abby and Ann Landers, but
Dear Rocio? Well make room Abby
and Ann, because Rocio Brimhall is
This ramp, which is north of the SUB and circles to the lowar moving in.
Zimmerman libraf"' level, is marked for handicapped and
A secretary for UNM's
pedestrian use. Phil Heeth, pictlltBd using the ramp, said "I've Geography department, Brimhall
totaled two skateboarders on this ramp. It's dangerous." Just
writes a Spanish advice column
west of this ramp is anothBr ramp for bicycles and skateboards.
which is syndicated and appears in
more than 30 newspapers across the
United States and in parts of
Mexico and Puerto Rico.
Brimhall's home base is El
Hispano, Albuquerque's weekly
Spanish newspaper. From there her
column reaches millions of people.
Since her column is published
weekly and she is not too pressed
for time, she reads every letter she
receives.
Many of her letters ccme from
non-English
speaking prisoners at
Bill Janklow "is trying everything
Marcos Martinez
penitentary.
They write of
the
state
in his power to create a conAbout 30 people representing a frontation."
coalition of Native American and
Indians claim ownership of the
environmental groups gathered in land through aboriginal rights and
front of the Federal building in the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868.
Albuquerque Tuesday to show
Finzel said the federal governsupport for two Lakota Indian
encampments in the Black Hills of ment has consistently violated the
provisions of the treaty beginning
South Dakota.
in 1872, when General Custer
The cMiition fears a serious entered lndian land in search of
confrontation with federal agents gold.
when the permit to encamp expires.
''It's a strange demand to ask the
Poet Simon Ortiz said the original
deadline of 5 p.m. Sept. 8 was government to honor its own
laws,'' F'inzel said.
moved to midnight of Sept. 8.
Reed Rasmt.Asen, Assistant U.S.
"It's just a cover so they can go
Attorney for South Dakota, said in
in there at night," Ortiz said.
AI Cooper, an organizer of the a telephone interview, "We're not
rally, said its purpose is to help taking any affirmative action to
remove the people. We don't plan
preverlt violence before it occurs.
"These are traditional Indian to move in there.''
Rasmussen said the U.S.
people living on their own land.
The people in the camp, about 200, Attorney's office will file a civil suit
aren't leaving. They'll resist any Wednesday seeking a court order
attempt to evict them,' 1 Cooper for the removal of the Lakota
lndians from Yellow Thunder
said.
The Yellow Thunder camp, is camp. He said this process could
located near Rapid City, S.D., take at least another month.
where it has e;.:isted since last April.
Rasmussen said the Indians are in
The . temporary camping permit violation of Forest Service
which expired TUesday night was regulations regarding camping and
issued then.
fires. He said the U.S. government
Roger Finzel, a participant in the has title to the land under a
Demonstrators gather at the federal building downtown in support of the Lakotelndians.
rally, said South Dakota Governor congressional act.

Local Groups Back
Indian Land Claim
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More Cuts Urged for Balanced Budget
WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Reag(ln, struggling to
keep a burgeoning budget deficit
under control, is reviewing a
proposal to cut some $17,5 billion
from his just-submitted 1982
spending plan, his congressional
allies said Tuesday.

Senate
Republican leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee and
House GOP leader Robert Michel
of lllinois emerged from a
midaftemoon
White House
meeting to tell reporters more
spending cuts will be needed in the
new budget to keep the pres idem on

track to wipe out the deficit by
1984,
"More cuts have to be made and
we'll be able to make them," Baker
said, "We've got substantial
savings yet to be made,"
Baker's comments were the
clearest indication so far that the

Begin Arrives for Strategic Parley
WASHINGTON (UP!)- Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
arrived Tuesday for a series of
meetings that will include
examining the possiblity of, a
"strategic alliance" with the Un1ted
States.
The "strategic enhancement" a phrase used by American officials
~ could cover a wide range of
measures, including the use of
Israeli bases by an American
Middle East rapid deployment
force.
Israeli officials have ser'!ed
notice they would like more access
to U.S. spy satellite information,
partlY to offset the threat the

Israelis see in the sale of American
radar and command planes to
Saudi Arabia.
Earlier, a senior U.S. official told
reporters the United States will not
share its satellite intelligence with
the Israelis. But Fischer said
Tuesday he "would rule nothing
out" in the talks with the prime
minister.
Begin arrived in the United States
Sunday and, in his first public
statement, indicated he will speak
out publicly against the Airborne
Warning and Command System
sale. U.S. officials earlier had
expressed hope Begin would give
his views "in private" Md not

involve himself in an internal
American debate.
At the White House Tuesday, a
senior official said Reagan- will
listen to Begin's arguments on the
issue, but said it is unlikely the
prime minister can talk Reagan out
of the S\'-le.
The official discounted reports
the United States and Israel will
mount joint military maneuvers in
Israel or that the United States wiii
provide Israel with a spy satellite,
But he did say there may be a
strengthening of the relationship
through "additional consultation"
bet ween Washington and the Israeli
government.

target deficit of $42.5 billion for
1982 may be out of reach unless
substantial new spending cuts are
made,
"l think in round numbers, what
we're talking about is trying to take
another 10 percent slice from those
items that can be cut, exclusive of
entitlement programs," Michel
said.

Entitlement programs are those
for which prior commitments are
firm - such as Social Security.
Those plus other uncontrollable
expenditures such as interest on the
national debt make up about 7.5
percent of the nearly $700 billion
1982 buc}get plan the president has
submitted, leaving about $175
billion in programs for which
spending can be controlled.
Ten percent of that number, as
Michel indicated, would mean new
cuts of roughly $17.5 billion,
although neither Michel nor Baker
offered specific figures.
Both men said the Pentagon
would have to share the burden if
new cuts are needed.

Stock
Market
Report
NEW YORK (UP!)- Despite
a late rally, the stock market
plunged to a 15-month low
Tuesday as interest rates
remained at near-record highs
and brokers began to caii on
speculators to put up cash for
their accounts.
Trading was moderate as the
Dow Jones industrial average,
which plunged 30.53 points last
week, including 5.33 Friday,
skidded 10.56 points to 85l.l2,
the lowest level since it finished
at 843.77 on June 3, 1980.
Selling was pronounced from
the outset foi!owing the Federal
Reserve's report late Friday that
there was a $1,5 billion surge in
the nation's money supply,
which put pressure on the board
to keep credit tight.
The New York Stock
Exchange index dropped L 31 to
68,24, a 1981 low, and the price
of an average share decreased 56
cents. Declines routed advances
I ,41l to 211 among the I ,887
issues traded at 4 p.m. EDT.
The
American
Stock
Exchange common stock index
plunged 14.22 to 323.06, the
lowest level in 198 L The price of
a share dropped 69 cents.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ
index of over-the•counter issues
lost 4.84 to 184.79, a 1981low.
Big Board volume totaled
47,340,000 shares compared
with 42,760,000 traded Friday.
The market was dosed Monday
for Labor Day,
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U, S. ex·
changes and over the counter at
4 p.m. totaled 55,178,500 shares
compared with 48,114,100
traded Friday.
Cenco was the most active
NYSE-listed issue, up 5/8 to .17
5/8. Superior Oil was second,
off 2 1/8 w 31 7/8. IBM was
third, unchanged at 54.
On the Amex, declines
clobbered advances 576 to 88
among the 820 issues traded at 4
p.m. EDT. Volume at that time
totaled
6,420,000.
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d) , , . shirking
its
responsibilities."
UNM Provost McAllister Hull
said the resolution passed three
years ago "has been implemented"
since UNM administrative positions
are evaluated every five years.
These evaluations would include
Joseph Scaletti, associate provost
for research, who is also chairman
of the Microbiology Department,
and Coordinating director of Allied
Health Services. The Senate had
passed a resolution in May stating
that the associate provost for
research should be a full time
position.
In a letter to the Senate, Hull said
''In terms of the conventional work
week, he (Scaletti) does devote fulltime to it (his job), and his
association with the medical school
enhances, not detracts, from his
ability to carry out his duties in the
Research Office,"
The letter from Hull also said, "I
will not ask the incumbent (Scaletti)
to give up his other assignment."
Solomon said after the meeting
he has learned information about
Scaletti "1 didn't know before, I
will reserve judgement on Scaletti
until all the information is in.''
UNM President William E.
"Bud" Davis also made a report
before the Senate on the 1980-81

UNM Athletic Department budget
and an "internal management
audit" which former UNM
assistant basketball coach John
Whisenant has wanted to use as
evidence on his upcoming trial on
fraud charges,
Davis said many of the same
things he has said in earlier appearances before the UNM Board
of Regents and the Board of
Educational Finance,
Davis said the audit Whisenant
wants is not a fiscal audit, but an
internal management audit, which
involves policies and procedures in
the athletic department, along with
reccommendations
for
improvements.
Many of the. recommendations in
that audit were included in the
athletic code adopted by. the
Regents last October, Davis said.
Davis said the audit was "an inhouse audit , .. based on confidentialitY: The law is not clear on
what i> public."
Davis said he wanted to "protect
the individuals who offered confidential testimony {for the audit),
We want to make sure the correct
legal procedure is used" so that
publication of the audit would not
leave the administration open to
criticism.

Tattoos Erased with Lasers
Vicki L. Florence

Subway 'Stallon -

On Saturday, September 12,

from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 in the mornins, gel do\Vn to
~'disco

r1mk" by Dr!ver nntl guest" artists Jum5

UnUmlled for the Statloo's grand re-opening,
free to UNM ~tudents !J.nd $3.09 for non
!ilUdents.
Women In Mana&.::rnent - Informal mee_ting on
Frid~y, September II from5:00 tp 7:00p.m., ~t ISla
Washington N.E. Wine,. cheese and conversation for
all members and potential members.
Admi~slon is

Hispanic Engineering OrRimlzatlon -

Meeting

tonight, Sep\ember 9 at 7:00p.m. in the Old Lecture
Hall. Everyone is invited to attend.
Presldenthll Scholars Club - Meeting -toduy,
September 9 ;1t 1:1-5 p.m. In the Honor's Center.
Pending business and activities .and new projecu will
be di!ieussed.
Ar,mellty lntnnatl<mal- A pubUc commeration of
the 73 coup in Chil_e wilt be held September II at 7:30
p.m. in the Kiva Lecture Hall. The program. will
feature music, art·, poetry a11d a slfde show of Chilean
Patchwork Art,
Sfudcnt Health Center Journal Therapy Group-

Begins September 17 at 1:30 p.m. for information
call277~4537

before S!iptember 15,

In high school it seemeq
natural enough to have your
girlfriend's name etched in ink
on your bicep. But if your
girlfriend's name was Debbie
and your're planning to marry
Jane next week chances are you
wish you'd never heard the word
'~tattoo.''

But don't despair, Laser
technology is proving that not
even tattoos have to last forever.
In a pioneering study at UNM's
school of medicine, doctors are
getting encouraging results using
lasers to remove tattoos, as well
as certain types of birth marks,
The results are being used to
compare the effectiveness of
lasers with that of other
therapies. In one case a single
patient is having each of his 12
tattoos removed by a different
method.
"At this point we do know
that the laser leaves a smoother
surface and less scarring than all
other methods," says Dr.
William
Chapman, clinical
assistant professor of dermatology at UNM. The question

remains, "Is a laser so far
supenor that we can justify
using a $40,000 piece of
equipment" for such therapy?
In the case of removing ''port
wine stains" - a type of birthmark - Chapman believes the
answer ls clearly ''yes.H
"The laser is great..,it's
bloodless and you only take
away the area necessary, so
there's Jess scarring. The laser
seals off nerve endings, requires
no stitches and is painless,"
Chapman said,
"The question of the best
medical usage for lasers is still
unanswered," says ChapmM,
"but in the future, I think lasers
will become cheaper and
smaller,"
making
this
preliminary research more
valuable as such therapy
becomes available to more and
more people.
The UNM facility is one of
only a dozen sites in the country
where lasers are being used for
medical purposes, The tattooremoval study shares its C02
laser with several other projects
at the medical school.

r-------------------------~I
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II 1/2 Hour Free Billards II
I with coupon at the SUB Games Area I
I lower level New Mexico Union (SUB). I

1I Valid after 5 p.m. & all day Saturday. II
~-------------------------~
You Are A

Why
At Rainbow Place

I'

Browse With An Exciting Selection
Of Rainbow Gifts, Cards,
Recordings And Great Books!
Free Coffee And Herbal Tea
555-B Wyoming Blvd. NE M·Sat. 9-6
2 Blocks N Of Holmans 255·5222

, II

l

J.!

•

The Villa serves it very mild. But you can add our
spicy red sauce or our hot, hot green sauce
to make it as wild as you want.
Don't forget we're serving breakfast now; featuring the
totally unique, totally wonderful Breakfast Burrito~l
And our entire menu is available during breakfast hours.
Mild, wild, hot or not, taste what Taco Villa's got

\flA\{5@\10(1l14J.
MEXICAN-STYLE FAMILY RESTAURANTS

2608 Central S.E. (across from]ohnson Gym)

lI

...·I
•j

.'/

j
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Get out from under
with Manpower.

When the wcrk plies up,
call Manpower. Our unique
Predictable Performance
System assures office
temporaries who can step
in and help out. SmoothlY
and efficiently.
Manpower: world leader
lh tempcrary help.

O®M~tL~R®

Don't forget
Quiet
Study
Room
For
Stndents!

Wednesday is
Spaghetti Day!

2206 Central SEJ
255-3696

Hours:
mon·fri
8am·9pm
sat-sun
llam·Bpm

next to
Mcbonalds

• French Toast

w2 slices of bacon, coffee or tea

$1.95

• Cheese Omlet
wham or bacon, toast or Eng. muffin, coffee or tea $2.25

• Sausage N' Eggs
fresh grilled sausage, 2 country fresh eggs, hash browns,
mur£in or toast, coffee or tea $2,35

• Ham N' Eggs
Ham steak 2 country fresh eggs, hash browns, muffin
or toast, coffee or tea $2.35

the above setved a/o11g with our reg. breakfast menu.

POPEJOY HALL UNM
FOUR PERFORMANCES- SAT., SUN., SEPT. 19, 20
Evenings:
Sat., Sept. 19 - 6:00 & 10:00
Sun.,. Sept. 20 - 8:15
. $20.00, $18.00, $14.00
Matinees:
Sun., Sept. 20 ~. 2:15
$16.00, $14.00, $11.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
SUBSCRIBER PERFORMANCE:
Friday, Sept. 18- 8:.15

THERE'S ND SUB FOR A SUB LikE A SUB FROM SOUP'R'SUB

3100 Monte VIsta Blvd. N.E.

The Southwest's Center

266-91101

.I'

j.
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Scholarships Set Aside for Nurses
Editorial
I

Life
And Related Subjects
Dave Barry
Syndicated Columnist
I'm a little worried about the MX missile system. someone call you during the latter half of 1982 to let
Don't get me wrong: I certainly think we need you know exactly what month the serviceperson will
another missile system. Better safe than sorry, that's be there. Thank you for ca Iling the Service
my motto.
Department.
What I'm worried about is that we won't be able to
get anybody to repair the MX. YoLJ can't get
A few years ago, we had a serviceperson come to
anything repaired these days. Take, for example, our house regularly to try to repair our television set.
Voy~ger 2, a United States space rocket that
He had this ritual: He would arrive with 600 pounds
recently flew to Saturn to take pictures. It worked of tools, select a screwdriver, take the back off the
okay for a while, but then the camera got pointed in television, and stare at the insides as if he had never
the wrong direction and started sending back pic- seen a television before. Then he would put the
tures of outer space. This was bad public relations: cover back on, load his 600 pounds of tools back
Taxpayers don't want to pay nine zillion dollars for onto the truck, and leave. Once, to prove he was
pictures that look like the inside of sombody's closet sincerely interested in the problem, he took the
with the light off. The NASA scientists claim television with him and kept it for several months.
Voyager 2 is a success anyway, but they have to Finally, mv wife and I took the cover off ourselves
claim this, because otherwise they can't ask for more and blew on the insides of the television; it worked
money. They would have claimed Voyager 2 was a fine after that, and the serviceperson didn't come
success even if it had crashed into Phoenix, Arizona. around any more, which was sort of a shame,
The truth is, Voyager 2 broke and they couldn't get it because he was getting to be like one of the family.
repaired,
This is a problem not only with rockets, but with
Another time, the motor on our $45 vacuum
other major appliances as well. If you have ever cleaner broke, so I took the vacuum to a sercalled the service department of a major department viceperson, who took it apart but couldn't fix the
store to get an appliance repaired, you know what motor. So I sent it to the factory, which fixed the
I'm talking about:
motor for $25 but didn't put the vacuum cleaner
together again. So finally I took the parts to the
You: Hello, my washer ...
Tape Recording: Thank you for calling the Service Center, which is where people go when they
Service Department. All of our service representative are really desperate. You go in and take a number,
are smoking cigarets and chatting; your call will be then you sit with the other appliance owners, who
taken just as soon as somebody feels like taking your are clutching their toasters and radios and hoping
the counter person will call their numbers before
call. Thank you.
[For the next 35 minutes, you listen to a medley of their food and water runs out.
songs by Barry Manilow, who has wriNen a great
Finally the counter person called my number, and I
many songs. Perhaps too many. Then an actual explained to him that my vacuum cleaner was not
broken, that I merely wanted him to put it together
service representative comes on the line: I
Service Representative: Thank you for calling again. I had trouble getting this message across,
the Service Department. How may we serve you?
because the counter person had obviously spent
You: It's our washer. One of the drive belts snared several years in an tO-reduction program. He'd say:
my wife by the arm and she can't get loose and we "Well, what's wrong with it?" And I'd say:
can't turn it off and we're worried about what will "Nothing's wrong with it. I just want you to put it
happen when it gets to the spin cycle.
together." And he'd say: "Well, what's wrong with
Service Representative: When did you pur- ·it?" And so on.
Eventually, he got the picture, and he took my
chase the washer?
YOU: A year ago, I guess. Could you hurry vacuum cleaner parts to the fellows back in the
Shop, and together they came up with an estimate
please? It's almost done with the rinse cycle.
Service Representative: Then I'm afraid you are of $87 to put them together again. This means that
not covered under the 90-day warranty. But don't we would have paid a total of $112 to repair a $45
feel bad: Nobody is ever covered under the 90-day vacuum cleaner, so instead we bought a new
warranty. That's why we offer it. Did you buy a vacuum cleaner, which is, of course, what they
wanted us to do in the first place.
maintenance agreement?
You: I don't know, for God's sake. (Your wife
screams in the background.] Please, just get
Well, I'm afraid the government will have the same
sort o.f problem. They'll buy a snappy new MX
someone out here.
Service Representative: We will have a ser· missile system, and everything will be fine until the
viceperson in your area in 1983. Will someone be at Russians attack us, at which point we'll have bombs
raining down on Ohio while the guys down in the
home?
You: I imagine my wife will. What's left of her.
Pentagon are sitting in the War Room, listening. to
Service Representative: Fine. We will have Barry Manilow on the telephone. Think about it.

""I

UNM Parking Blues
It's part of university life. Just like the SUB's bad food and stumbling
upon inappropriate behavior at the duck pond. It's calle.d getting a parkin!=!
ticket.
'
Like death and taxes.
You can't avoid them. There's no place left to hide. The loading zones
are full and you can't even find a meter to overstay your welcome. It
wouldn't make any difference anyway since most of the meters are for half
an hour and you c11n't get back before the class ends. Of course, there are
some meters that last for an hour but those are only available on Tuesdays
and Thursdays when classes run for an hour and 15 minutes.
Even with the funding cutbacks, it seems meter maids are thick as
medflies. Revenues from tickets Lobo staffers have gotten in the last two
weeks alone could pay for all the subscriptions ASUNM buys for the
campus. Okay, maybe we're exaggerating a little bit. But not much.
You know where all that money goes? Neither does UNM parking
services. {Speculation has it, the meter maids get a commission and the
rest goes for their uniforms,)
If you really want to know where the money is, ask the city. UNM pays
the meter maids. The tickets are given for illegal parking on UNM property.
And the revenues go to Albuquerque. The rumor is that it's lost
somewhere in metropolitan court along with the warrants for past due
tickets.
The reasoning is that the city handles the paperwork so it should receive
the fines. But with the way the city has been handling the tickets it may be
more effective for U NM to take care of them internally.
It is obvious the campus needs more parking, but labs and classr~ms
deserve higher priority for UNM's limited capital improvement funds. At
the same time, a potential source of money rests under the windshield
wiper of the majority of cars on campus.
The answer is sitting there begging for attention.
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science degree in nursing at UNM
tbis December. Currently she works
in the hospital's pediatric intensive
care unit. She won a $500
scholarship.
Patricia Wolfe, a licensed
practical nurse in the orthopedics
department, received $500 to help
complete her registered nurse
program at UNM.
J an.et Meyer bas entered the
licensed practical nurse program at
Albuquerque
Technical-Vocational
Institute.
She received a $150 scholarship,
She is now a department secretary
in ambulatory services.
The scholarships include the '
Grossoehme said the Service
Nellie
Gooch
Travelstead
League began the scholarship
Scholarship, designed for students
program to encourage nurses and
tr!lining to be elementary education
nursing students who workat the
majors, the Helen Easterly
hospital to pursue higher degre~s
Memorial Scholarship, for students
and advance their careers. In return
training in secondary education, the
for tbe awards, scholarship
Dolores Gonzalez Scholarship, for
recipients agree to work at least one
studens of bilingual education and
f.ear at UNM Hospital.
an open Lou Rosasco Scholarship.

The league divided up a total of
$2000 in support this year,
awarding it on the basis of individual needs.
Janice Casby received $850. She
now works as an aide in the UNM
Hospital labor and delivery area,
and is enrolled in the registered
nurse program at tbe University of
Albuquerque. She is scheduled for
graduation in the spring.
Joanne Jacob, R.N., plans to
complete work on her bachelor of

Makers of Har~dmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Four
scholarships,
each
providing at least $250, will be
awarded to students majoring in
education who have been admitted
to a teacher training program.
Applicants must have a current
transcript and three letters Of
recommendation,
Dr.
J obn
Rinaldi, assistant dean of student
affairs, said.

I. BARD PACKAGE ·

Government Enters Water Battle;
Legal Status of Areas Questioned

7HfJR&'S ONLY

IN SF3VfJP& PAIN
FOR 2b.Z Mlt&S.

Laurene Grossoehme, chairwoman of the Service League
scholarship committee, said this is
the first year the awards have been
set aside for nurses. Medical
students have received them in the
past.

~ago.n

Scholarship Applicatwns Accepted

by Garry Trudeau
ONe IJJAYTO
DOlT! IRAN

Nursing scholarships were
presented recently ~o four employees of tbe University of New
Mexico Hospital, thanks to the
hospital's Service League.

Covered

What has often emerged as a
two-sided fight between established
water users and various Indian
tribes in the region now includes the
federal government.
"In many water basins of tbe
West there have arisen a number of
claims and potential claims to the
water resources of the basin which,
taken together, exceed the available
resourses," said Dr. Lee Brown,
associate professor of economics at
UNM. "The claimants include the
federal government, Indian tribes,
and established right holders who
have put water to beneficial use
under prior appropriation doctrine.
"Which claimants are entilled to
the water of the region and to what
extent?" Brown asks.
He says controversy over Southwestern water escalated from a
regional issue into a national one
during the '70s, when energy
shortages focused national attention on Southwestern uranium,
coal and oil shale deposits.
"Since virtually all processing of
these fuels into usable energy forms
requires large quantities of water,
the
attention
of national
policymakers was drawn to the
water resources of the region," he
said.
"The decade of the seventies also
saw the steady strengthening of
Indian assertions of rights to water,
land and other natural resources.
Additional importance is attached
to the Indian claims by virtue of the
proximity of the Indian reservations to the energy resource
deposits in the West," he said.
Brown sees four basic issues
involved in the overall problem of
handling
Southwestern
water;
equity,
management,
environmental quality and water
development.
Equity concerns the legal basis of
.the various claims to water rights.
The claims of Indian tribes rest
upon their status as the first

inhabitants of the region, the
implied allocation of water for use
by Indians on federally established
reservations and the obligations of
the federal government as trustee
for the Indian tribes in promoting
their economic development.

"As more basins reach a condition of full appropriation, the
management issue will increase in
"The claims of the federal importance and the instances of
government to Southwestern water conflict will become corresponrest generally on constitutional dingly more numerous," Brown
grounds and in particular on the said.
navigation and commerce clauses
He added that, for the present,
of the Constitution," Brown said.
the federal government has
"Specifically, the national refrained
from usurping the
government
has
extensive historical role played by the states
responsibilities as manager of water in water management, but warned
storage facilities,
hydroelectric that it may not do so for long.
generators,
recreational lakes,
"For the ncar term, the opirrigation delivery systems, wildlife portunity to fashion a new
refuges, international monitoring
management system will rest with
systems and other operations which the states," he said. "If they fail,
require that a certain streamflow be the task will shift to the federal
maintained, or which create water government."
loss as a by-product, as in
evaporation from lake surfaces."
The claim of established rights
holders to use water rests on the
legal doctrine of 'prior appropriation,' or ''first in time, first
in r.ight."
This doctrine is strikingly different from the riparian rights
doctrine common in the Eastern
states where the closer a user is
located to a body of water, the
higher is his claim to it.
"In general, under this system
(prior appropriation), a right to the
use of water is obtained by putting
water to 'beneficial use,'" Brown
said. "The earlier a user established
claim to the water the more senior
the rights, i.e., the higher the
priority of the right in time of
drought .. "
The Southwest is rapidly approaching a situation in which the
renewable supplies of water are
fully utilized and the untapped
stocks of groundwater have become
very expensive to obtain.
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New uses for water can only be
met by retiring old uses or by
turning to other, more costly
sources.
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Painting Class Offered

Campus Briefs

Painting in Three Meaia, offered students will learn how to obtain a
by the UNM Division of Con- variety of colors from the three
tinuing education, Bureau of primary colors.
Conferences and Institutes, is a
The course, instructed by James
course designed especially for C. Donaldson, will include a brief
persons with limited or no artistic historical background and a review
background and for beginning art of artists or styles associated with
students.
each medium.
The workshop, to be held Sept.
Registration will continue until
19 and 20, will explore the technical
Sept.
12 and the fee is $45; upon
and creative differences between
watercolor, tempera and oils and registration students will be sent a
the basic usage of each medium list of supplies.
including
its
advantages,
For further information and to
limitations and peculiarities.
register call the UNM Conference
Using simplified color theory, Center at 277-6542.

Graduate Meeting Set
Committee appointments and the
Graduate School Open House are
among the topics to be discussed at
a meeting of the Graduate Student
Association, (GSA) on Sept, 12,
1981 at 9 a.m., room 230 of the
SUB.
Ellen K. Foppes, president of the
GSA, said that all graduate
students are invited to attend the
meeting in which the internal
committee's appointments will be
voted on by attendees. The internal
committees are the elections,
judiciary, finance and the student
research allocations committees.
Foppes will also appoint
members to the faculty committees.
These committees are appointed
positions and are not voted on by
members,
Plans for the graduate school
open house o.n Wednesday, Sept.
16, 1981, at 10 a.m. in the
Humanities Building, Room 107,

are also scheduled to be discussed.
All graduate students and all
friends of the graduate office are
invited to attend the open house,
Foppes said.
"The Open House will provide
the students the opportunity to
meet the new Dean of Graduate
Studies, Charlene McDermott, and
it will also acquaint McDermott
with the graduate students,"
Foppes said.
Other topics scheduled for
discussion at the GSA meeting
include:
Nominations for a chairperson of
the GSA for l9Bl-82;
Use and handling of the work
processing machine which the GSA
currently provides to graduate
students for use on thesis and
dissertations, and a report by the
University Radio Committee
regarding the GSA role in the
funding of KUNM.

Chemistry Talks To Begin

ROTC members Paul Swanitz [right] end Bob Koehane prepsre boxes for distribution to
Albuquerque National and First National ban.ks for the Friends of UNM's Libraries Book Drive. The
drive will collect books for a sale October 16-17 to raise money for UNM's libraries.

Mro American Talk Set

Museum Displays Newhall Photos
An exhibition of photographs by
noted photographer and University
of New Mexico art professor
Beaumont Newhall will be on
display at the university art
museum beginning Saturday, Sept.
12 and running through Oct. 25.
The exhibit consists of more than
50 black and white and color
photographs by Newhall dating
from 1928 to 1981.
Newhall, who hru; been a
photographer for more than 50

years, has been a member of the
UNM art faculty since 1971.
Although his works have been
publicly displayed only since 1978,
Newhall has had exhibitions of his
photographs in Pittsburgh, Los
Angeles, Tucson, Santa Fe, and
Vienna, Austria.
In addition, his photographs
have been on permanent collection
at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York, the International Center
of Photography, also in New York,

and at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London.
The fine arts museum, located in
the fine arts center, is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and from 7 to 10 p.m.
Weekend hours are Saturday and
Sunday from I to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 •
p.m.
The museum is also open
Monday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m.
There is no admission charge.

Afro American Studies is sponsoring a series of
noon lectures this semester at the Afro American
Center, 1819 Roma N.E.
Wayne Edge is scheduled to present a lecture
Wednesday entitled, Revolution with Southern
Africa, in the Afro American Center conference
room.
Edge is a graduate student in the political science
department.

Women's Open House Set
The University of New Mexico Women's Center
will sponsor an open house Sept, 11 from noon to 5
p.m.

Commuter Carpools Form
Students who would like to form carpools to
commute to UNM classes during the 1981 fall
semester may call RIDEPOOL at 243-RIDE, or 2773422 to register for carpool matching.

Kappa Psi Meets Thursday
The Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity is
scheduling a meeting Thursday at 9 a.m. in room B15 of the College of Pharmacy.
The fraternity will answer questions for pharmacy
students interested in joining the professional
fraternity.

Assertion Training Not Necessarily
Class in Aggression, Manipulation

From their first cautious steps, to the
most complicated Pas
de deux, Happy Feet
supplies all dancers with a
complete selection of
footwear and apparel.

Stephanie Dominguez
Assertiveness training is not a
class In aggression or manipulation,
but rather a class in developing
communication skills as tools to be
used at ones own discretion, said a
Women's Center assertiveness
workshop facilitator.

Names, name-dancers have
demanded for years.
Caperio, Danskin and Flex-a-tard.
And always professional fitting by
trained experts.

Landra White, Women's Center
counselor and facilitator of the
"Basic Assertive Techniques"
workshop, said, "A lot of people
make the assumption that assertiveness training is a class on how to
talk back. It isn't true. There are
times when talking back may harm
you. And there are times when you
won't want to be in charge."

We've been fitting New Mexico
dancers for years.
Happy Feet... All things to all performers.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30 to 6:00
255-8673

"Everybody is welcome to come by and get
acquainted with the staff, the philosophy of the
center and the services we offer," said I' ,M, Duffey
"Implications of Sdf-Organized Phenomena in Ingrassia, assistant to the director. Refreshments will
Plasmas" is the topic of a colloquim scheduled for be served.
Women may drop by the center for referrals to
Sept. II at 4 p.m. in the Physics and Astronomy'
women's
organizations and resources, including
Building, room 184.
services
for
battered women, displaced homemakers,
Dr. Steven J. Bardwell, director of the plru;ma
physics research at the Fusion Energy Foundation lawyers and medical personnel, A limited number of
where he supervises work in plasma theory, fusion job listings are posted, along with an extensive
development, and industrial applications of plasma lending library and reference file.
The center also offers a wide range of couseling,
physics, will address the colloquium.
The department of physics and astronomy, the support groups and workshops on such topics as
department of chemical and nuclear engineering and career development and various women's issues.
the speakers committee of ASUNM are sponsoring
the event,
Bardwell will also give a public talk on "Technical
and Economical Aspects of Fusion Energy at 8 p.m.
in Woodward Hall on the same evening.
The University of New Mexico's Chemistry
There is no charge for the colloquium and tickets department will begin their colloquiums Sept. 9.
for the public talk are $2,50 for UNM students and
Professor Bruce Kowalski, from the University of
$3 for the general public and can be purchased at the Washinl;lton, is the speaker and will talk on Recent
ASUNM ticketing office in the SUB.
Developments in Cilemometrics.
The first colloquium will be held at 3 p.m. in room
!OJ of the Chemistry Building (Clark Hall).

Plasma Theory Discussed

4821 Central NE
Albuquerque NM 87108
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Recharter
on time
so your organization
can aPPear in the 1981-82
··campus Guide to
Chartered Student
Organizations"
Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept ..

11th

THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVIiiES \llLL AGAIN BE LISTING
CHARTERED AND RECHARTERED STUDENT ORGAIIIZATIDNS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLEME~T OF THE OAILY LOBO, BUT, TO BE
HICLUDED HI THIS PUBLICATION YOU ~lUST RECHARTER YOUR
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AT 277-4706 OR COilE UY ROO~ lOG, STUDENT UNION BUILDING
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She said the purpose of the
workshop offered by the Women's
Center this fall is to teach women
different ways of communicating so
that they have a choice.
The six-week workshop in
assertive techniques will be offered
twice this semester to students,
faculty and staff.
The first session will begin Sept.

14 with classes held Tuesdays from
I to3 p.m.
And the second session will be
held Monday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m. beginning Nov. 2.
Ms. White said the workshop will
help women develop . skills in
making decisions based on thier
own individual feelings, needs and
personality.
To do this the women must look
back at when they first started
making decisions based on society's
expectations of how a "good little
girl" should behave, she said.
If she decides she is comfortable
with her present behavior, and she
feels it works for her, that is alright
too, Ms. White said.
She said if a woman is not
comfortable with her behavior, the
counselor will help her explore new
ways of behaving and com.
municating.
She said the workshop is not only
for the woman who feels inner
conflicts because she is not the
woman society has taught her to be,
but also for the woman who feels
"contradictory in what she is."

"Our purpose in counseling is to
help the woman stand on her own
two feet - not isolated, not angry
or alienated from others," Ms.
White said. "But also, not entirely
dependent on others."
"Basic Assertive Techniques" is
one of eight workshops offered by
the Women's Center, and is open to
both men and women.
Other
workshops
include
"Developing a Positive SelfConcept", "Career ExploratiOn'',
"Exploring Dreams and Symbols"
and "Women for Sobriety."
Anyone interested in attending
the assertiveness workshop must
register in person before each
session begins at the Women's
Center on the corner of Las Lomas
and Yale.
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Arts

Clearance Sale

Art Students Review Faculty Art

• complete line of school supplies
• CANON Calculators
• calligraphy supplies
FHEE GIFT
3500 entral Ave. SE
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The University of New Mexico a picture to be bung on the wall, be
Fine Arts Museum is currently came in here an took a look .at the
exhibiting works by the UNM art 12 or however many feet he was
faculty. The show includes works portioned out and did something
by the more than 40 members of the with it. The case for most wall art is
staff and represents a broad cross that you hang the picture on the
section of each member's works. wall and any space that's left over is
The following conversation took pretty much inconsequential.
place Friday, September 4 in the
M.S. - Well are you implying
main gallery of the museum, and that there's a value judgement
included five UNM art students between being on the wall or off the
Matt Summerville, Debbie Spector, wall?
Michael Costello, Sandra Garritano
R.A. - Yes, it's in terms of how
and Ray Abeyta. The original people are interpreting the museum
intent of the interview was to or gallery space. I mean, What's the
discuss and review the work of the junction of a space like this?
M.S. - To me it's not the work
faculty. But as it turned out the
students involved chose to discuss per se as much as the whole
the implications of an exhibition of question of the functions of a
gallery space. And secondly for this
type of group show, what do they
Ray Abeyta - O.K., now what offer, what can you get out of
I'm trying to do here is bring them, what can you tell about any
together a group of students to of these people? For me this is the
review the work of their faculty. l'd problem with coming il) here. It's
like to just walk around the room hard to see what I'm looking at in
and discuss the works that interest terms of all the individuals inyou the most. If a work doesn't volved.
Debbie Spector - To me the
interest you than we can just skip
purpose of a show like this is
over it. ..
Matt Summerville - Do you predominantly for student benifit.
School's started and people have
yes, as critics, but the opportunity to see what the
faculty here is doing, I don't think
also as artists. To start off I think
any of these people would show
that this is a sterile show.
MS.- Well why might that be? together if not for this show.
Sandra Garritano - l get the
R.A. _I've gotten to the point
feeling
that most of these people
where art on the walls has become
boring, flat art on flat walls, <a type wouldn't participate in this show if
of) wall furniture. It's come down they didn't have to. 1 don't think
to a question of decoration for me. they can refuse, or if they did it
This piece by Patrick Clancy is the would probably be frowned upon.
M.S. -That's curious, it brings
most interesting object in this
up
the question of whether these
room. I mean be didn't just turn in
people are functioning as artists or
as faculty,
D.S. - Well, yes, that gets real
interesting. I mean this show comes
across as lifeless and l wonder why
this show lacks any sense of that
vital energy that comes out of so
many other group shows where
people are working together.
M.S. - Do you mean as if the
whole faculty had gotten together
to collaborate on how to use the
space?
D. S. - No, I don't think that
that would work.
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Michael Costello- I don't think
that there's any single concept that
unifies the work to the point where
you could develop and expand
conceptually with so diverse a
range.
M.S. - At that point it wouldn't
be a question of these individuals
exerting their own ideas, it would
be more of a question of dealing
with the limitations of the space
here and the fact that there would
be so many people involved in
whatever they chose to do. I mean
here you see two or three pieces of
each person's work and there's
supposed to be this partition
between each individuals work, and
trying to put things into some kind
of time context with old and new
work ...
D.S. - Well that's just the
nature of group shows.
M.S. Yes, but there's
something proillematic about group
shows.
D.S. - Well I don't think there
has to be. I think the idea is still
valid and can work.
R.A. -You're doing a show at
the ASA gallery with Kelly Keiffer
and Martin Delabano and the idea
for that show is to invite people
who have a mutual interest,
whereas here the interests are so
diverse and the sense of community
feels forced.
M.S. - Yeah, I think that this
show could be a lot more rigorous.
M. C. Well that's pretty
unrealistic. I mean, when you have
40 to 50 people working together
with very diverse interests and they
don't really like each other to begin
with, come on.
M.S. - Then it gets back to the
question of bow do you handle a
show like this. l mean you know the
problems involved with a show like
this but anybody else coming in
here might not. They might see
individuals and personal conflicts,
and the friction involved could be
the basis for doing a show like this.
M. C. - l'm not sure that would
be any more interesting. I can see
friction any place.
M.S. - The dynamics that are
continued on page 9

TheASHNM
Speakers Committee
presents
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continued from page 8
taking place here would be more
informative al)d interesting.
M.G. - Well you pick-up so
much in day-to-day experience that
this idea hardly seems worth while.
M.S. - Yeah, but not in the

museum.
M . C. -Well what's the big shit
about the museum?
M.S. - It's an issue about
responsibility. This show is lik~
'we're just us' al)d I mean, well,
come on, what ai:)out it? To me art
is something, well you know,
important. It's this idea that art
may matter and a museum is a
showcase.
M. C. - Well it is important, I
mean that's the problem, I think
people have made demands on
museums that are ridiculous to ask.
Museums have to function on so
many different levels, when their
main concern is to preserve things,
and it's a whole different set of
issues. l mean you can't keep
fucking around with the contemporary scene, doing that well
and trying to do all the preserving
and dealing with those problems.
There's a conflict there ...
M.S. - Well then is that the
content of a show like thispreserving?

M.G. -No, I mean a show like
this would probably be a whole lot
more appropriate in tile Teaching
Gallery, or in a commercial gallery.
It would be very interesting to see
what would happen. Tile reason
they've done tilis show here is
because of space and because this is
the UNMjaculty.
M, S. - But then is that being
responsible?
M.C. -To what? To whom? I
don't think any of the faculty who
have things in here would feel that
this show is very responsible to their
work.
S. G. - Then again most of the
people in here are working in
formats that are self contained
prescl)tations.
D.S.- Yeah, it's very academic
work.
M. C. -It's a lot of things but I
don't feel it's academic work. l
think that these people are making
the most of a bad situation.
M.S. - Well I wonder if that is
making the best of a bad situation,
and again if l was offered to be put
in a group show in a museum, I
mean in my position of not having
the pressure or obligation to
participate, it would be very ap-

preciated. Barring that incentive or
that pressure the temptation is
having the oppurtunity to exhiilit, it
comes back to how we should deal
with museums, I mean how many
people do you know who would
jump at the chance to show here?
M.C, -Well artists are artists, I
mean there are plenty of other
shows they·))ave to consider ...
D.S. -No, the thing is, the artist
has a responsibility and it seems
that most of the work in this show
was submitted with the attitude of
'Oh, another faculty show, this has
been sitting around the studio long
enough, they can put this up,'
M.G. - Yeah, well that's been
known to happen, and there have
been cases where I've seen the same
things over and over again at other
places in town, or in reproductions.
D.S. -Which brings us back to
the issue of the responsibility of the
artist, I mean if art matters these
people have a responsiilility not to
take the attitude that this is just
another faculty show.
M.G. -Well they are taking that
attitude, at least some of them are.
M.S. - l keep thinking, docs this
show function in terms of faculty
politics or does it function for
artistic concerns?
M.G. I'd rhink it's job
oriented.
R.A. What about their
responsibility as teachers of
students in a learning environment?
S.G. - Well art is difficult in a
university, everything at a
univer5ity seems to need a function
or reason for existing, and as far as
this work goes it [unctions as a
resume. I wonder if it's really fair
for us to hold that against them.
M.S. - Well, l think we're just
as much a product of that system as
they arc. I mean even if this were a
graduate student show we'd be
coming up against the same
problems.
M.G. - It is the same problem,
perennially so. The other thing
about it is that the space itself isn't
very good and some people do use
space. You just can't be doled your
12 feet of space and expect to get
very excited about it. When you're
teaching classes or under pressure
or whatever, l mean really I don't
feel that any of this work is being
violated by being shown here, these
works are basically self-contained
and displayed in an intentional
way.
R.A. ~ Well, what about the
ideas that are working in this show,

Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying

for the most part this is a very
conservative exhibition. If you
consider the number of things that
are going on now at other schools,
with other faculties, there's a
diversity of possibilities. Why is
there no filr.1 or video? This to me is
a very limited exhibition of the
possibilities of what is involved in
the art of the later twentieth century. And l also think that this
work here says a lot about the
conservatism of the issues being
raised here, the question then is
why are these people avoiding so
many of the current issues?
/J.S. - l think if you go to any
school you'll find a simular
situation, I don't think you'll find

6 or more hours, (Coverage lor dependents of eligible
students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
W.;dnesdays and Fridays from 1·<1. p.m.; or mail aJ>plications and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below, Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Only 4 days left to enroll!

very exciting work, because schools ~~;~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;::;;;:;;;~
are not the places where innovation :
is happening.
M.S. - Giv.en the amount of
• When your emotions nan stronger
time and this space to do something
with it, how far out on an inthan your sense of fair play ••••
novative limb can you go, bow
much is afforded to you?
M.G. -Well this is getting a bit
art historical, but if you look at the
'Avant Garde' and the stuff that's
changing
the course of art, it's
basically two things: One, usually
those people don't teach; two, if
they do teach they don't turn out
any interesting students, So l don't
think that has a whole lot to do with
studying, I mean what do you .go to
school for, to study Innovation?
R.A. - O.K., the idea of innovation in a university setting has
incredible potential, schools can be
very fertile areas for ideas and
access to materials people would
never have the opportunity to
experience otherwise.
uni-sex hair, skin & product centre
M.S. -Well that's a question of
good teaching and bad teaching,
and I think it's like Mike said you
take what you want and scrap the
rest. I mean we're only doing art, if
with UNM ID. ON ALI, SERVICES
we were doing something with more
262-1010 or 255-0166
strict training, it would be a case of
not getting the job at the electronics
7804 Central S.E.
plant because you've always done it .
wrong. Here you can do it wrong as
(between Wyoming & Louisiana)
many times as you want.

20o/o OFF ! ! !

EARN $95.00 per MONTH
for 2 or 3 hours a week ot your spare ttme
Need some immediate cash?

-

Make -tile payment on the car
I

'

•

Keep the landlord at.
I

FRYE

Suite 300
884-6827

o

•

bay

o

I o

threads

Tr-eat yourself lo new

·

of the
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"MISSISSIPPI"

WATERS
WITH VERY SPECIAL GlJEST

Joe "King" Carrasco
Sept.15
Sp.m.
Popejoy Hall-UNM
Tickets on sale now at all Ticketmaster locations
in Albuquerque & The General Store in Santa Fe.
ALL SEATS RESERVED
COMING SOON
Michael M4rpheY ·Sept. 28
Frank Zappa· Oct.11

in Woodward Hall
THE_ ECONOMICAL ANO tECHNICAL

ASPECTS Of FUSION ENERGY
WILl BE OISCUSStO.

Students:

$2.00
Ceneral Public:

$3.00

TICKEtS AVA!tABLE AT 71/t STUOEN7 ACT/VIrlES UNtM& A 7 TH~ lJOOR

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

20°/o
Off
lobo

men's
shop
2120 Central SE

-6

-

-

Clean up the dentist bill
'
•

•

.

'

a-

r

Roll
new tir-es
.. - out.some
.

- danate p Iasma.

youmay

save a life'

W1thout your plasma many hemophiliaCs. kidney disease. tetanus.
small pox and burn pat1ents would not stand a chance.

r---.-- ·--_--------,

It's easy and relaxmg.
Start now and be a twice-a· I SPECIAL NEW DONOR OFFER
week regular. S10 cash
th' ·th
each donatlon.plus bonuses.
IS coupon wor
You can earn S1.200 and
1n add1t1on to the regular fee
more 1n a year
,
New donors only

II

1

$5

ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORP.
301 Second St., S.W,, (243-4449)

l. __ .phone for appo1ntme__n_t~---"
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SUNG LASS HD'QTS

Sports

DIGNITY

Presc: rlpllon Lenses Mode
From Your Old Glasses
Rov·Bon B&l Goggles

An association of
Gay and Concerned Catholics,
for info. call843-6672

Casey Optical Co.

UNL V Disappearingfrom Lobo, WAC Schedules
Greg Lay
That is a significant turn-about.
Today's
headlines
are A couple of years ago it looked like
tomorrow's memories.
UNLV was on the verge of joining
That's to be the destiny of the the Western Athletic Conference
athletic relationship between the and being on New Mexico's
University of New Mexico and the schedules for many years to come.
University of Nevada at Las Vegas,
The WAC committed to
which will soon fade to a mere scheduling UNLV in football for
memory.
the early 1980s, and the Rebels had
UNM pl<tys l,JNLV Saturday enough conference games to qualify
night at the Silver Bowl in Las for the league championship last
Vegas, in the next-to-last football year and this year.
They were 4-3 against WAC
game between the two schools for a
long, long time. They'll complete teams in 1980, beating New
the current series with UNLV next Mexico, 72·7: Colorado State, 56·
season, and there are no more 15; San Diego State, 28·17; and
Wyoming, 33·26; while losing to
football games on the horizon,
In basketball, New Mexico has Brigham Young, 14-54; Utah, 28·
Nevacta-Las Vegas on the 1981·82 45; and Hawaii, 19-24. This year,
schedule with no plans to schedule they play every WAC team except
CSU for an eight game 'non·
the Running Rebels after that.
So the headlines now being made conference' WAC slate.
In short, it appeared that UNLV
by the high-scoring VNL V football
and basketball teams will soon and the WAC were ready for each
disappear in this part of the world, other.
But when the presidents of the
to be replaced by those lines of tiny
type used to report of scores of member institutions of the Western
schools that have no effect on New Athletic Conference got together to
vote UNLV into the conference, the
Mexico.

A

~00{ OPTICIAN~
• Instant Repair
• One day service where possible
• Ask for student discounts

511 Wyoming N.E.
\.. 1001 Tijeras N.E.
.~·~·

265·3667
247·3668 ~

Las Vegans got a rude surprise.
In what was announced as a
unanimous decision, the ap·
plication for membership from
UNLV was tabled.
"Tabled," meaning filed under
"Forget it, Don't call us, we won't
call you,"
What happened to Las Vegas'
application? Dr. Brad Rothermel,

Welcome Mat Gone,
No Happy Choices
Left for Nevadans
new director of athletics at UNLV,
said he has heard four versions of
why the welcome mat was yanked
out from under their feet:
I. The very rapid growth to
major college power of the football
team made some observers wonder
about the means used to achieve
that end.
2. The fear that the basketball
program under head coach Jerry
Tarkanian would dominate the
league, using players who didn't
have to meet the same academic
standards as other players in the
league.
3. The concern that supporters
of the UNLV athletic program
exercised too much control over the
administration of the program.
4. The image of the city of Las
Vegas, well known as the nation's
gambling capital.

-~~

Advertising
Sales
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.
We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.
You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
a strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
a professional attitude
at least 20 hours per week

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.
Contdct:

(l doon west ol Your Drug)

-UNLV---------

Sports Commentary

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box20
Alb. N.M. 87131
(505) 277·5656

Rothermel categorically denies
irregularities in recruiting or
academic standards, pointing out
that UNLV is subject to the same
NCAA rules and sanctions as all
other schools, "including New
Mexico." He denies excessive
booster control, saying that UNLV
boosters >~re "no more involved
than at the University of Illinois,
Kansas State University and the
University of West Virginia,''
where he has spent his previous
years in athlet.ic administrative
positions.
"If anything, we need more
booster support, not less," he
contends. And finally, he sees the
city of Las Vegas as an asset to the
league. "There is gambling
everywhere," he pointed out, "It's
just legal here."
In fact, the strength of UNLV
teams is not enough to scare any
WAC school away from the ·
television revenue Nevada-Las
Vegas could generate for the
conference. Likewise, the neon
light city could not have a bad
enough reputation to deny the
school admission to theW AC.
But it is a bad reputation, and in
connection with Rothermel's third
point, that sunk UNLV. The of·
ficial word handed out by the
conference office was that there
was sufficient concern over the
issue of institutional control to
decide that the conference would be
better off without the stigma of
UNLV membership.
After officially tabling the
UNL V application in January of
this year, in May the conference
officially voted a moratorium on
conference expansion until a study
is made on the effect of the current
conference alignment. Joe Kearney,
conference commissioner, estimates
that it will be "at least a year or

two" before the subject can even be
brought up again.
The WAC was formed in the
early 1960's with eight teams: New
Mexico, Te~as-EI Paso, Colorado
State, Wyoming, Brigham Young,
Utah, Arizona and Arizona State.
In the 1970's, the two Arizona
schools resigned from the conference to enjoy the more lucrative
revenues of the Pacific Athletic
Conference, changing the PAC·S
into the P AC-10.
Rather than become a six·
member conference, Lhe WAC
immediately entertained ap·
plications from other schools, and
added three new members; Hawaii,
San Diego State and the very
prestigious Air Force Academy.
It was presumed that UNLV
would be the tenth member, until
that surprise vote in January.
Dr. Rothermel sees four
directions for UNLV now. They
can continue to play an in·
dependent schedule; they can
request the WAC to put their
application back on active status;
they can apply to the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association; or they can
become the driving force behind a
new confernce.
Unfortunately, none of the
available alternatives is entirely
attractive to the Nevada school.
There are certain advantages to
being an independent, primarily not
having to share television revenues
with other conference schools, but
in 1981 VNL V and North Texas
State University are the only major
college independents west of the
Mississippi River. Scheduling is a
real problem, especially in football.
"Our orientation is toward
national competition, and a
conference alignment helps that.
Two years ago, our basketball team
continued on page 11
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Voter Registrars
Needed!

~ ASUNM needs volunteers to register voters. We will be conducting
~
~

a year·long voter registration drive.
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For information call277-5528

Grants For
Graduate Study
Abroad
Complete information and applications for
Fulbright and other awards for graduate study
and research abroad in 1982-83 are now
available. Campus deadline for completed
Fulbright applications is

September 30
Information meeting for all
interc~lecl candidates

September 10, 3:30pm

1808 Las Lomas N .E.
For more information call UNM
International Programs 277-4032

continued from page 1•0
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would come from the likes of San
Jose State, Fresno State, Pacific,
Fullerton, Long Beach State and
Utah State.
The final alternative for UNLV is
working to form a new conference.
Dr. Rothermel can see a "resort
cities league,'' including Las Vegas,
Reno, Honolulu, San Diego and
maybe a Los Angeles area school.
But that would take a lot of time to
nurture to reality, and luring away
San Diego and Hawaii from the
WAC would not be easy,
In summary, expect Nevada·Las
Vegas to continue as an independent while working to
upgrade their image and main·
taining a friendly relationship with
WAC schools. Their 1983 football
schedule--drops to only three WAC
opponents, but in 1984 they are
back up to five, and in 1985 they
have at least two WAC teams on
contract.
New Mexico won't appear on the
UNLV schedule, however, unless
and until theW AC attitude changes

won 21 games, but didn't get' in.
vited to the NCAA tournament. If
you win your conference, you get
an automatic berth," Dr.
Rothermel said.
The WAC alternative is the most
attractive to UNLV, but Dr.
Rothermel said frankly that UNLV
would not be calling on the WAC
because "our program couldn't
stand the rejection. We were led to
believe that it was a routine matter
before, and we cton't want to suffer
through that again.''
"If the WAC would activate our
application of their own accord, we
would welcome that. But we won't
be the driving force behind it now,
The ball is in their court."
The Pacific Coast Athletic
Association (PCAA, not to be
confused with the PAC·10) is not
attractive because it would mire
VNLV in a conference from which
it would be an unlikely candldate
for national honors. The com.
petition and national reputation

f

Exhibition Soccer Match 5 p.m. Today
Roy Johnson will continue to have his name on the main campus athletic
and recreation facility. Johnson Gym, named after the long· time UNM
coach, is targeted for a building project to add office and activity space.
A daily newspaper reported that the name of the building was being
changed to the Health, Physical Education and Recreation Complex to
make the project more palatable to New Mexico legislators who must vote
on funding. But Van Dorn Hooker, UNM architect, said that the
descriptive phrase was used in the building proposal only for clarity. When
completed, the entire complex will still be called Johnson Gym.

Name Won't Change for Johnson Gym

toward UNLV, The Lobos have
eight conference foes plus
traditional rivals Texas Tech and
New Mexico State to fit in every
year, along with a desire to play
Southwest Conference and Big
Eight opponents. That leaves no
room for the Nevada school.
How long, then, will Nevada· Las
Vegas have to play as an in·
dependent while they wait for the
WAC to say welcome? "l sense no
ground swell," admits Dr.
Rothermel, a feeling echoed both
officially and unofficially around
the conference.
Institutional control means that
boosters can't exert so much in·
fluence that it amounts to actual
control over athletic department
policies, budget or conduct of
coaches. The NCAA restraining
order is one obtained by UNLV
basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian
against the school which prevents
the school from following an
NCAA directive to remove
Tarkanian from his position as
head coach.
In other words, it appears that as
long as Tarkanian remains the head
basketball coach at UNLV, the
WAC will remrun a nine member
conference.
A postscript: two other schools
have applications pencting before
the WAC. New Mexico State of the
Missouri Valley Conference and
Utah State of the PCAA would
prefer to join the WAC, but their
applications were tabled because of
the size of their athletic facilities, or
questions about their ability to
maintain a major college program
in enough spons to qualify for the
WAC.
.

4306lomos otWa5hLnQion

205·8846

Rio Grande Yacht &
Sporting aub
2500 Yale SE
one block North of the Airport

The UNM Lobo Soccer Club will host the Albuquerque All·Stars in an
exhibition soccer match at 5 p.m. today on the playing fields just east of
Johnson Gym.
The exhibition is free to all students. It has been scheduled to publicize
the autumn season for the UNM Soccer Club, which begins Saturday,
September 19, with the "Sister Cities Cup" match against the top-ranked
soccer team from Mexico, Chihuahua Tech.
In October, UNM will host a team from Germany on the Znd, and the
second annual UNM Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament on the 16th and
17th. Tickets for the two international matches and the tourney will be on
sale through September 18 in the Student Union Building .. Admission
prices are $10. for adults and $5. for students.

PRO SHOP SALE
Ektelon Clothing
Head Clothing

25°/o off

New Balance Shoes
Head Racquetball Shoes
Head Sox
Enduro Sox

30% off
$3.95/pr.
$2.97/pr.

All Racquethall Eye Glasses
REC specs
Action Eyes
Carrera
AMFVoit

30o/o off

All Racquets
Ektelon
Magnum
Jcnifer Harding
Magnum Flex
Head Standard
Head Master
Head Graphilc Express

30% off

Racquetball Bags Head & Ektelon 25 percent off

.
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243-9590
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Noon Program for Joggers, Walkers
The High Noon Jogging Club has resumed monthly activity, with log
cards for campus joggers and walkers available at Johnson Gym, room
230.
Participants may set goals in terms of miles or minutes of exercise, and
earn !-shirt awards. For information, call the intramurals office, 277·2121.

lliJicrocomputer
sociates
• CLAS.SES. *

Graduate&UndergraduateCredit
Avrula ble for some Courses *

• BASIC for the Home and School
• Data Processing I Management/ Finance
• Visicalc and Pascal

•TUTORING•

• Diagnostic I Remedial Instruction
• Basic Skills: Reading I Math I S~lling
• Test Preparation: AGr, SAT, LSAT

•LEASING•

CALL 255-1672

• Training You For'lbe Future •
0010 Monte Vista NE, Suite 'Ml
Al1 Affiliate of the N.M. Speech and Learning Clinic

Subway Stadon

lower level

FREE

northwest corner.

to UNM Students
$3.00 General

of the SUB.
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CM,L 243-3585 ANYTIMt; t'OR
inexpensive
foreign language tutoring or prlvat¢ instruction.
Sl"!nlsh, French, Portuguese, Mar~ Frobosc, B.A.,
M.A. languages.
9/18
ENGl.ISII TUTORING· 265.9082,
9/ll
A-I TYI'!ST-Tt:RM papers, Resumes299.8970.
9/30
FAST, AC::CURATETYPING. Typerlght, 265·5203.
9/11
t:UROI'EAN AUTOMOBILES St:llVICEll. by
exp~rts.Reasonnl>lc rates, Call Foreign Affairs.
nflcrnoons. 294-7702,
9/9
'fYPt:WRITER llt:PAIR St:RVICE at reasonable
rates. 242.2506.
9/9
TYPING, TYPESETTING, EDITING, illustration ..
UNM standards! Ginger or Carolyn. 262.1865. 9/18
RESUMES • PROFES~IONAI./CONFIDENTIAL
265.9082.
9/14
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Studio. 265·3315.
tfn
I'Rot'ESSIONAL TYI'ING BYEngllsh MAieditor.
Several years' experience typing ~issertations, papers.
90 wpm. Editing availa~lc. (Minor corrections frccl)
113M Selewic. 266·9550.
9/22

4. Housing
FOR IU:NT:. EFt'ICIENCY apartment, $180/mo.,
all ut.ilities paid. Air conditipned, swimrnlng pool,
laundry facilities. For more Information contact
resident rnanager, 1410 Girard NI!, 266-8392, 2556256, or898-7517.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
of efflcien;Yo from $205, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kuchen wllh dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
eouples, no pets, 1520 University NI!. 243-2494, tfn
3 BLOCKS UNM. One bedroom, fum., utilities furn.
No pets. $180.110. 293·1070,
9/9

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

l1NM STUIIENTS t'OR (.'ou.r~ll Volunteers needed!
Call Jun at266·U25, llruce at 293·1171, Mimi at268TIQ.
WlO
ACCURATE INHIRMATION ABOUT con·
tra~cplion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
tfn
29·t·OI71.
IIIORIIYTIIM, COMI'Lt:-IE INt'ORMATION.
l ·omputerized charts. Do it yourself kit. Take charge
and full advantage of your Physical, Emotional
(\en\itlvit}') and Intellectual euergy cycles. Send S3 .95
with lllrthdnt~. ·r.S.I. lliorhythm Service, 490
Mi11letoc Avenue, Dosqucl'atnls, N.M. 8706S. I0/2.
CO:"'TAlTS?? 1'0LISIIING17 SOI.UTIONS17
t'ascy Optical Company. 265-8846.
tfn
PRt:<JNANCY H:STING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
I'ASSPOR'r ANil lllEN'flt'ICATION photos. 3 for
$5.50!! Lowell prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard lllvd.
N.E.
tfn
GRANil Ol't:NING • SUBWAY Station Onnce to
tit~ "Driver"- Sept, 12, 9:00 p.m.•I:OO a.m. UNM
SIUDL1NTS FREE. General Admission $3.00. More
mfo. :1.77-64921277-2328.
9/14
lll.ANl'A ANIJ M & M "from the north to the south
I<> the eaM lo the west, A·D·Pi takes nllthe best".
l o.e nnd loyalty, your Alpl1a Delta l'i sisters.
919
CU.'S l'IZZA NO.I Slice of pepperoni pizza, salad
nnd small dtink, S 1.44. Two slices of pepperoni plr.zn
and rncdluut 10du, $1.64 (On Central acr<isl frotn

LOST, ORANGE NYI,ON wallet at Zimmerman
9/9
Library, 9·2-81, reward 243-7754,
RI-:WARD FOR RETURN of entire contents of
yellow backpack stplen from UNM Bookstore on 9/ I
about 2 p.m. Since I'm sure it was an "honest"
mistake, you surely won't mind returning lt. Call
Sheri, 265·3303.
9/9
f'OUNDTAPt: RECOilllER in Mitchell Hall. Come
to Marron, Room 133 to identify and claim.
9/1 S
I.OST, BLACK LABRADOR puppy wearing red
bandana, please eaii268-B7J,
9/l S
FOUNil, BLACK ANU gold shepard mix puppy near
Smith'•• ca11268-SS73.
9/IS
I.OST ORANGE NYLON wallet at Zimmerman
l,ibrary9·2-Sl, reward :1.43-1754.
919
J,QST: !!iMA 1,1. COIN purse with watch inside, 294·
20l4,
9/9
LOST: WJIITE JACKI-..T In Mitchell Hall or ASM.
9/15
268-6695 after6:00 p.m.
CI.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Camp~s Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn
t'OtJNIJ, CAI.ClJLATOR, WOOIJWARIJ Halt.
Dcscribo and claim, 277-2711.
9111
LOST •SMAtLGOLil ring, pink stone, 277-2040.
9/11
IJONNA STRONG'S BOOKBAG was lost & found.
She may claim it in Marron Hall, Room Ill.
tfn

UNJI.l)..

9114

919
PIZZi\ CITY SP•:ciA I. one slice or cheese pil.7.3 and
two of your favorite toppings and a large soft drink
for $1.40 plu~ t~x and this ad. 127 Harvard S.E. One
hnlf block south of Central. Ad good 9-Bthru 9·13.
9/13
ASliNM St•t:lt.Kt:RS COl'tll'tiiTfEE presents Durk
Pearson "Our most popular guest," says Merv
Griffin. Sept. IS.
9114
Til ERE IS NO su~h thing as a "tUne-up" for bicycles
which do not have plugs, points, or electrical sys!ems.
Oct a straight forward full adjti)tment and service for
your bike S8.SO at Cydc Sports. San Mateo at Lomas
255-1511.
9/14
Bt:AT I'RICE GOUGING by neighborhood bike
.\hops. S25.110 full o,·crhaul. S7 .50 l'uily adjust and
service CycteSports.San Mateo and l.omas 25S·IS I I.
9/14
WEIGHT RU>\JCTIO!II/IIINGEING group for
tiNM students and starr. Call 256·1553 for inforntation,
9/14
<.'tll:•n:'it: tiUn't:T. CHEAP All you can cat, Lunch
Sl.OO, Slipper 54.50, Sunday Brunch S3.00. Jao-Jao's
Place. SOOOCenlraTAvc. S.E.
tfn
('lllt:f. IT'S Bt:t:N a sttper 6 tnonth> and I'm
luoking fomard 10 an c\en better 6 lo come. Happy
c\nni•et<ary · l.o•e, Bear (Ko:y).
g19
25 Ct:NT llRINK speciah tonight at Ned's, 4200
rcnttnl s (•.
919
Sl'El'IIASJt;, E~oiJ()Y YOl'R rnonth! Don't be
grumpy! Remember, it's all tlownhill after the 19th·
mi~\\ay. Sandra.
919

3. Services
RESUMES • PHOFESSIONAL CONFIDENTIAL, :1.65-9082,
9/14
MATH TUTORING • ALGEBRA, Trig. 294IC>63(aflcr 6 p.m.)
9/11

n:MALE CHRISTIAN ROOMMAH: to share 2
Bdrm., Girard S.E., 842-1148/277-2093.
9/11
FEMAI.E llOOMMATE WANTt:D. Private
bedroom and bath. Pool, use of kitchen. Near
bussto~, SilO includes utilities. 292·~436.
9/9

PART.'fiMt: JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights, Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 55 16
Menaul NE.
tfn
n;LEPHONE SALES, EVENINGS &Sat. morning.
9/9
$3.35 per hour, caii255·010I,
AGGRESSIVE STUDENTS NEEilED to distribute. a
line or automotive performance products, personal
needs and fasl1ions by direct marketing. Training
seminars provided to help assure earned income thru
management and motivation techniques. Career
concepts, 131109 Deer Dancer NE, Alb., N.M. 87112.
9/11
STAFF FOR GROUP home for four develop·
mentally disabled adults. Live· in 3Vt days per shift,
degree required, eKperiencc preferred. Excellent
benefits and leave schedule. Contact John Noakes,
AARC, 255-S516 •. AA/I!OE. (Albuquerque)
9/9

Rt:SPONSIDl.E MALE TO share well·fUrnished
house will> other serious students. Quiet, W/0, Walk
to school. No drugs or smoking. $160/mo. $40 DO.
268-6617,
9/10
ROOMMATE
NEEDED,
3
BEDROOM,
wash~r/dryer, fireplace, SI33 plus one-third utilities,
Steve, 262-1616,8-4, or 255-3054,
9/11
LARGE ··ouR BEDROOM, two bath, furnished
house, one block to UNM $5110, 268-0S2S.
!)/24
ONE BLOCK UNM Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin or double beds, $230 includes
utilities, 268-0525, Varsltyllouse, 141 ColumblaS,B.
10/l
n;M,..LE ROOMMAn: WANTEilto shareJ bdrm.
house with one other, Bike to school, fireplace, yard,
SISO/mo., 2SS-48SI mornings/evenings,
9/14

242-2430

IIADYSITit:R WANTED: OCCASIONAL evenings
for 20 month boy. Near UNM. 243-5845.
919

I ~~

TJ(£ CJlTS

i~~

JK£0]J)

S£CCNvHANO CI.~Ti-1£5

I

o

NEW

&

:JSED

for WOMEN M£N
C;-ih.Dfi.£N
11/CLUD/JIG ME/IS SHIIITS, ?ANTS t. J'ACKE-:-S

!lf:AUTY C::ONSI)I;J'ANTS. ALOE Vera based sk.in
care products will be demonstrated and btlsiness
opportunities discussed at Hilton Inn, Sept. 12, 9:00
a.m. For further information, call Aloette Cosmetics,
9/1.0
98;!-396S, I·B p.m.
EARN CAMpAIGN EXpERIENCEICall Jim 266·
IJ25, Mimi 268-7143.
9/10
WANTED: STUDENT TO work on developing
Science Fair Guidebook/Sou"cbook . .!'refer Junior
or senior with science fair experience. Contact John
Harding, 114 Marron Hall, ~77-3641.
9/lO
AFTERNOON CHILilCARE NEEDED for Prof's
kid etltolled al Manzanita Center. Cal) 293·5072,
evenings or 277-6214 daytime.
9/14
CLERICAL POSITION: TYPING required, some
lifting, 5 mintlles from UNM. Must be available
9/10
M,T,W,F. 256·0000,
WAIT PERSONS NEEDED, over 21. Apply at Pizza
Inn. 5555 Montgomery, 1240 Wyoming, 3040, Jan
Tabo,
9/ll
EARN $250-55110 STUHING l ,000 Envelopes:
Homework. Sparetime. Details: Self-addressed,
~tamped envelope to: J. Jer., P.O. Box 104, Beltsville,
MD2070S·OI04.
919
OPENINGS FOR LIVE-.IN ~ounsetors in Residential
Program for adoles~ents. Some ~xperience and/or
degree preferred. Training provided, $660 per month,
room/board, fringe benefits avai.lable. Send resume
to
Box 6342, Alb., N.M. 87197.
9/14
ATfRt\c::TIVF, FEMALE STUDENT needed to
operate .flower cart in SUB Thurs. & Fri., 10 a.m.-2
p.m. Cah 873-2759 after6 p,m,
919
PAilT-TIME WORK must be IS years old. Min. $160
per week, call 292-7679, between 10 a.m. • I p.m.
ONLY!
'
/l:/l(i
NONCLINICAL llUIY\L HEALTH internships
available with New Mexico health agencies for Fall
1981. Graduate students In planning, public ad'
ministration, community development, or health
sciences. I!ducatlonal stipend. Send resume by Sept.
15th to WICHE Intern Program, P.O. Drawer P,
lloulder, Colo. 8()302. FQr information call 303-497·
9/IS
0230.

r.o.

7. Travel
GOING SOMEWIIERE? AllVEilTISE in the daily
lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
ARMY I' ANTS, SHORTS, daypack~· much moJe,
Kaufman's, a real Army• Navy Store, 504 Yale S.E.,
256·0000.
9115
REACII OUT VOUR helping hands • Volunteer
English tutor urgently needed by recent immigrant
Chinese couple. 293·4375
9/14
KITfi-:,'1/S, lii.ACI\ l.ONG-HAIRED and tri·
colored. 87J.QJ76,
9/10
JAZZWOilKS -IIAVEJ'UN geUlnginshapeM& W
• 5:15-6:15, T & Th • 6:15·1:15. Only $10.50 per
9/9
month. Upper level of SUB.
WANTEDi f'OSTER 110M~; for 1 year old dog,
Female, medium sl~e, black and ran. I will pay nil
expenses. Call277·3471.
9/9
TilE UNM I,AW School Clinical Law Program
offers legal services for students and staff, furnished
by qualified taw students under faculty supervision.
Availability is limited lo those whose assets and iii·
come do not c~cced established guidelines. $3.00
regimation fee. Call 277·~265 for Information and an
appointment.
9118

9. Las Noticias

CLOTHES WANT£{) ON CONSfr;JJIA(NT

310+ CE:NrRioL, S£
2SS-8JJO
2 PI.US Bt:IJROOI\1 house, vacant. $225/month plus
utilities. l miles UNM, kids, pets, 2 fenced yards,
storage. 120BIIish St. SE, 243-0309,821-0921. 919

5. For Sale
Rt:•'lliGERATOR 1.5 CUBIC foot, 266-9289. 9115
1?66 MERCEIJE.'i 230S, runs well, needs some work,
interior excellent, new lires, etc. 51200, Paul 265·
7020, 271·2502.
9/15
n:NIIEH TWIN Rf:Vt:RB with rnaster volume. Like
new 5420.110. lS6·3118.
9/14

.'

GRANI> OPENING SUBWAY Station Dance to the
''Driver" ·Sept. 12,9:00 p.m.•l:IIOa.m.
9/14
UNM STUDt:NTS FREE, Grneral Admission 53.00.
9114
More lnfiJ.177-6492/177-l.l18.

CONTACT LENS
SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTTLES
$2.00

Casey OpticaL Co.
(l door< WEST Olllexctt Drug)
MAS AT WASHINGTON 265· 8411

l

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

UNM

Book
Store
Notes:
The new John Irving is here:

THE HOTEL NEW HAMPSHIRE
Now in paperback:

Stephen King's HR£ STARTER

Seeking indi"iduals frolll all

For more informution call

"CRATW' GlJITAit AMP brand new! $250, to;im,
277·2417,tlll5:00 p.m.
9/10
CENTURION BICYCLES ON sal¢. Tires and tubes
repaired or replaced while you walt. No charge for
Installation. Fast professional repair!, cheap. Friday,
all parts & accessories I0 percent off, Harvar~ Bike
House, 137 Harvard SE 255-8808.
9/9
1974 VAN-REBUILT engine, nice interior, needs
some body >'<ork, sacrafice for $1200 or best offer,
892-6958.
9/9
MAMIYA C-220 CAMEilA 2W' x 2W' format,
80nt01 and l35mm lenses. Excellent condition. $4110,
242·7228,
9/16
1?79CHEVY Cllt:V ANNE. V, ton4 x4 !JWB, 4 spd,
9/16
PSPB, Excellent Condition, 296-8818.
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.110 Pay Less Opticians,
51107 Menaul N.E.
tfn

6. Employment

Joyce Carol Oates BELLEFLEUR
disiplincs l() creutc and develop
ideas and possibly form a new
organiz:ttion. Prefer Christian
perspective.

~'AIIUl.OUS WINSOR BICYCLES #I class rated by
Consumer Reports. Top quality Aero Lotus and
Miyata Bi~cs .. Exclusive Albuquerque Dealer: Cycle
Sports, San Mateo at Lomas 255-151 I. Complet~
Chrome-Moly Frame Bi~e~ From $21~.00.
9/14
!lEST BIKil REI'AIRS Full ov~rhaul $25.110, Fully
adjust and service: $8.50. Used bikes purchased and
traded. Warranted. used bikes sold. Cy~le '!ports, San
Mateo at Lomas, 255-151 J.
9/14
"GREAT BOOKS or Western World", like new,
$3110.00,344-1110.
9/11
1972 VW SUPERBEETLE, 5 good tires,. beautiful
paint, rebuilt engine, $1900, ~all 255·3982 after 6
p.m.
9/11

LARGE, UNFURNISHED I BR and 2 DR. WID
hook-ups. Gas and water paid, Near Wyoming and
Central. 821-750),
919

Woody Allen's SIDE EFFECTS

BRAINSTORMING

BAMBOO COUCH AND matching chair, $65. Worn
btll usable. Call Neal 255-9349. after 4:30 p, m. or
days leave message at34H.Jll, ext. 2065.
9121
4 BOOKS, ANTIIROPOl.OGY \30, $23, 242·2416,
919
after 6.
El.ECTRIC, SIC, PO(lTABLE typewriter ($85).
Also 280 ZX bra ($60). Call Sunday-Thursday, 2924102.
9/14

The dawn of a new semester··

TIME TO KEEP A JOURNAL!
We have blanl< books
for every thoughtplaid, plain, deco, nouveau,
calico and more!

ACROSS
1 Conjunction
4 Malice

9 .Pea holder
12 Zodiac sign
13 Harbor

14 Mineral
15 Couple
16 Asian country
17 Bridge
18 Italian city
20 Digraph
21 Not lg.
23 Male turkey
24Goal
28 Haul
30 With expectation
32 The sv.oot-

sop
34 Southwest-

ern Indian
35Post
36 Lucky
39 Ike

40 Most open
41 Worm
43 Interjection
44 Diphthong
45 Fire crime
47 Bridge term
50 Solo
51 Graln
54 Pronoun
55 Cheap
56 Be in debt
57 Greek letter
58 Hauls

59 Born

DOv.JN
1 High: Mus.
2

Recent

3 Fate
4 Civil War battle slle

5Supreme

6Man's name

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

7 Number
8 Printer's
measure
9 Weasel
sound

10 Mouths
11lalr
17 Antitoxin
19 Pronoun
20 Blockhead
21 Rod
22Engine
24 Seesav.ing

25lvlefry
26 Slur
27 1oth President

29 Existed
31 School org.
33Vapor
37 Err4J!oy

38Themes

42 Thus
45 Buffalo of
India

46 Midday
47 Pronoun
48 Illuminated

49 Wine cup
50 Ventilate
52 Reverence
53 Golf mound
55 Football
abbr.

